
 

A premier transportation firm takes proactive steps to identify 
and remediate SOD Control violations before they are 
discovered by their external auditors. 

Client’s challenge  
The North American subsidiary of a premier transportation firm in the United Kingdom has users of 
Oracle EBS R12 in Canada and the United States.  The company must comply with the Sarbanes-Oxley Act 
of 2002, which includes maintaining proper Segregation of Duties (SOD) controls. 

The company wished to take a proactive approach and perform an assessment of their SOD Controls 
implemented in their Oracle EBS R12 instance; however, the company lacked the automated tools needed 
to perform the SOD Assessment.  The company’s IT leaders turned to Resource Global Professionals (RGP), 
its staffing partner, to help find the resources needed to perform this SOD Risk Assessment.  RGP turned to 
Oracle Independent Consultants (OIC) to help their client, the company, with their SOD assessment effort. 

OIC solution  
Working with Resource Global Professionals (RGP), the OIC leveraged OIC GRC Express, an approved 
Oracle Accelerate Program Solution for Oracle GRC Controls to 1) extract data from the company’s EBS 
R12 instance, 2) load the company’s data into OIC GRC Express, 3) perform analysis of the company’s SOD 
Controls and 4) report the results of the SOD Assessment. 

OIC leveraged the company’s existing controls and Oracle’s leading practice risk and controls repository to 
conduct the assessment of the company’s SOD controls.  The initial focus was on the identification and 
remediation of access control issues across its base of thousands of employees, contractors, and suppliers.  
A key output of the SOD Assessment was the creation of a roadmap to address and remediate SOD and 
access violations enterprise wide.   

Impact on client’s business  
Immediate benefits for the company included the identification of SOD Control violations as well as the 
remediation and resolution of conflicts before the company had to report on its financial controls. The 
company also positioned itself to lower GRC costs by leveraging automated functionality within Oracle’s 
GRC suite to eliminate manual testing procedures and establish a more cost effective and flexible GRC 
infrastructure to support their continuously changing business environment.  

About OIC 
Oracle Independent Consultants LLC (OIC) is an Oracle Gold Partner and a leading provider of Risk 
Advisory and Oracle Fusion Governance, Risk, and Compliance (GRC) based solutions. The OIC GRC 
Express for Oracle GRC Controls has been approved as an Oracle Accelerate solution. OIC GRC Express 
for Oracle GRC Controls provides fixed scope methodologies for the rapid deployment of Oracle GRC 
Controls. The solutions are designed to make Oracle GRC Controls applications more affordable for 
midsize organizations. OIC’s Oracle Accelerate solution significantly reduces implementation costs and 
timeframes and lowers the total cost of ownership of Oracle GRC Controls. 
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